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set of number of part images. The results showed that the non-contact inspection system for roundness 
error were effective and reliable enough to assess this form tolerance. This concept of measurement can 
be further improved to obtain better accuracy of the roundness error assessment. In summary, this research 
suggests a new method for geometrical tolerance inspection for machined parts by using machine vision. 
This system provides flexibility in term of the inspection set-up and is potentially applied for in-line and hundred 
percent (100%) inspection of the cylindrical machined parts.
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Blended wing-body (BWB) aircraft concept has its 
body „blended” with the wing in smooth transition. 
Unlike conventional aircraft design, BWB aircraft”s 
body produces lift force and this causes large 
impact on the flight dynamics and stability. This thesis 
focuses on flight dynamics of a small unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) with BWB configuration 
incorporating a set of canard as longitudinal 
control surface. The objective is to predict the flight 
dynamics and stability behaviour of UiTM”s Blended 
Wing-Body (BWB) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
with canard as control surface, known as Baseline-
II E-2, in longitudinal mode with classical-approach 
stability augmentation to achieve level 1 phugoid 
and short-period modes flying qualities (restricted to 
damping ratios) as stated in MIL-F-8785C standard. 
This study proposes simple scheduled feedback 
gains to the canard. Wind tunnel experiments, 
computational simulations and empirical 
estimations were conducted to characterize its 
aerodynamics and to come up with its aerodynamic 
mathematical model for flight dynamics derivatives 

calculation. The flight dynamics model was derived 
to become Model-N state-space representation 
and compared to established models. Transient 
response to a unit step canard input was simulated 
using these models for flight conditions inside the 
airplane operating flight envelope (OFE) within 
its allowed angle of attacks. It was found that the 
BWB airplane without SAS, despite being statically 
and dynamically stable, has poor flying qualities for 
both short-period and phugoid modes. The change 
of short-period and phugoid modes” natural 
frequencies and damping ratios with respect to 
airspeed, dynamic pressure and altitude were 
studied to establish mathematical relationships that 
were used to design a suitable scheduled gains 
to be fed to the canard control surface. Classical 
method was used to come up with feedback gains 
relationships with respect to dynamic pressure. By 
setting the required damping ratios for both modes 
to a demanded value couples with simplifications to 
these equations, the magnitude of feedback gains 
could be determined. The relationship between 
feedback gains and dynamic pressure was used 
to construct a representative block diagram of 
the complete aircraft control system with stability 
augmentation using canard control surface in 
Matlab SIMULINK. The resulting transient response 
were analyzed to compute values of short-period 
and phugoid modes” damping ratios. The results of 
these damping ratios show that the aircraft with SAS 
has good flying qualities (Level 1) while maintaining 
short-period and phugoid modes” damping ratios to 
around 0.7. This study has shown that it is possible to 
provide adequate stability and good flying quality 
for a flight limited to its operational flight envelope 
to a small BWB aircraft with canard as its control 
surface via simple feedback gains governed by 
dynamic pressure.

Daylighting in historic museum galleries is not an 
easy criterion to manage as natural light fluctuates 
according to the sky conditions; hence the need 
for strategic daylight control programme becomes 
evident. Currently, there is limited information on 
daylight performance for conservation of artefacts 
in daylit historic museums in Malaysia. This thesis 
aims to evaluate daylight performance for artefact 
conservation through passive design and control 
strategies in historic museums under the tropical sky 
conditions. This research focuses on evaluating the 
existing illuminance levels, UV levels, daylight factor,
light-fastness survey and visitors’ perception on 
the exhibits’ conditions and their visual responses 
on the daylighting conditions. The performance 
of daylighting was evaluated based on typical 
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The recent inadvertent development of urban 
areas alongside the global climate change has 
highlighted the predominant role of urban climate in 
the quality of residents’ life. Affected by landscape 
attributions, anthropogenic heat and urban 
geometry, the urban climate strongly correlates 
with outdoor thermal comfort and building’s energy 
programme. A climate-responsive urban planning 
ameliorates thermal stress and enhances the social 
and economic activities accommodated by the 
cities. Influenced by outdoor thermal comfort, 
repeated human presence at open urban spaces is 
a gauge of urban design success. Nevertheless, the 
available literature studies have mostly addressed 
either indoor comfort or the energy budget of urban 
canyons or parks but not much is published on 
outdoor thermal comfort in the temperate and dry 
climate of the Middle East. This study aims to present 
the results of a quantitative empirical outdoor 
thermal comfort study at two urban squares with 
focus on the visitors’ thermal sensations. Explicitly, 
the objectives of this study are to predict outdoor 

thermal comfort; to examine the effects of built 
environments on the public thermal sensation and 
to propose modification strategies. The study areas 
are located in downtown Isfahan, Iran (51°41’ E, 
32°37’ N, 1590 m elevation) in a temperate and dry 
zone. Based on different environmental elements, 
four separate locations were monitored across each 
square in the winter of 2009 and summer of 2010, 
measuring meteorological data and surveying the 
visitors’ thermal sensations. The influences of form, 
geometry and vegetation on thermal conditions 
of the squares were also investigated through 
computer simulations by ENVI-met software. 
Microclimatic parameters varied across the square 
with regards to the environment properties. Based on 
Physiological Equivalent Temperature index, thermal 
comfort range, neutral and preferred temperatures 
were established for the both extreme conditions in 
this climatic and human zone. The range was much 
wider than those derived by previous studies in 
different climatic zones. Adaptation aspects were 
found to be decisively affecting thermal sensations. 
Outdoor thermal comfort imperceptibly depended 
on demographics. Although the simulations showed 
that thermal comfort was difficult to reach passively 
in such extreme climate, a combination of strategies 
such as appropriate orientation, aspect ratio, plan 
ratio, size, galleries and use of vegetation made the 
improvement possible. These strategies included. 
Meanwhile, aspect ratio and size were observed to 
be the most effective strategies. The study outlined 
design recommendations which will assist designers 
and city planners to provide more sustainable 
and comfortable outdoor urban spaces for both 
residents and visitors.

sidelighting configuration in four types of gallery: 
balcony, corridor, compartmental and open 
planning. The research was performed through three 
experiments; namely, Phase I: field measurements 
of the illumination and UV levels and Visitors’ Survey; 
Phase II: light-fastness dosimeter exposures; and 
Phase III: computer simulation study. The results 
from Experiment I (field measurements) showed 
good correlation between the outdoor and the 
indoor displays’ illuminance levels where the display 
placement and orientation of sensitive artefacts 
affected the daylight distribution pattern. Meanwhile, 
the visitors responded that the daylighting pattern 
affected the artefact conditions and their viewing 
satisfaction. The findings from Experiment II (light 
fastness dosimeter survey) revealed that after 
exposures of 90 to 100 days, the dosimeters showed 
photo-induced colour changes under both daylight 
and artificial light. Further analyses showed good 
correlation between simulated light dosimeters and 
measured illuminance data. Thus, an equivalent 
light dosimeter is a suitable tool to assess the impact 
of light distributions, which translated exposures 

into equivalent luminous and estimated annual 
exposures (Lux hours). The results from Experiment 
III revealed that computer simulated illuminance 
and measured illuminance data showed good 
correlation. The simulation analyses revealed 
both surface reflectance and ceiling geometry 
could act as a passive control mechanism with 
the physical features as a conservation criterion 
in the gallery. The thesis introduces the issues of 
daylight distributions, the placement of display 
components, the orientation of artefacts, light 
fading occurrences, the visitors’ visual perception 
of the galleries and the function of daylight 
data towards artefact conservation planning. 
These measured components were extended 
into passive daylight control assessment through 
simulation studies. The study confirms the feasibility 
of retrofitting historical buildings into museum 
galleries as well as recommends strategies and best 
practices for proper building adaptation towards 
artefact conservation.




